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Our conference “10th International conference on Surgery” concluded with huge success hosted by Conference Series.

**TITLE:** Outcome of pedicled thoracodorsal artery perforator flap in the surgical treatment of stage II and III hidradenitis suppurativa of axilla

Ahmed Moustafa Kamel Zaid Nawar Benha University Hospital, Egypt

**TITLE:** Enhanced recovery after surgery pathways in emergency general surgery: Summary of a systematic review

Neil Lowrie University of Otago, New Zealand

**TITLE:** Reconstruction of soft tissue defects of the heel with free flap

Ahmed Abdelrahim Shoulah Banha University, Egypt

**TITLE:** Preliminary study of how to guarantee complete TME on performing Ta TME: Cadaveric and post-surgical specimens study

Waleed M Ghareeb Fujian Medical University Union Hospital, China

As with the success of our previous conferences, we focused to improve the credibility of information and to help advance the effectiveness, and equitability of scientific information disseminated, We are happily put forward to organize “4th Annual Summit on Surgery and Transplantation” on Nov 18-19, 2020 Singapore with the main theme “Rejuvenating the Surgery and Transplantations”
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‘Annual Summit on Surgery and Transplantation’ to be held during November 18-19, 2020 at Singapore, which includes prompt keynote presentations, Oral talks, Poster presentations and Exhibitions.

We are elated to welcome all the interested and passionate participants across the planet to its esteemed International Surgery conference which is going to be held during November 18-19, 2020 at Singapore, culminating the theme, “Bringing Together Leading surgeons and Researchers To Stake level-headed Insights.” Surgery 2020 is a two- day conference concentrating on Interactive Tracks & Sub-Tracks focus attention on surgery and Transplantation transformation and new trends on surgery, keynote lectures from Senior Scientists and industry experts, panel discussions, poster competitions and Young Researcher colloquium. The conference program will feature well-known and thought instigating speakers to interactive discussion Tracks.

Surgery and Transplantation conferences provide the perfect global platform for encouraging and advertise the latest individual, as well as group transformations, and step forward in Field of Surgery and its conference areas. In today's age of extravagant technology, and scientific brilliance, conventional meetings and council by any society makes no sense as it just makes the whole purpose of the meetings purposeless; limiting the sharing of knowledge, developments, and contradicting the opportunity to channel those Informations outside of their meetings.

The industry is projected to showcase incredible growth and revenue potential, on account of the rising technological advances in healthcare, unbelievable incomes, and command of minimum suffering during medical treatments, finds Transparency Market Research. The retailers such as Allergan PLC, Cut era Inc., Lumen is Ltd and Cynosure Inc. currently hold ligature position in the market. These companies are likely to prominence on expanding their footprint through networking with healthcare organizations, and invest in the research and development of medical technology. It predicts that the worldwide market will reach a volume of approximately 2.2 bn procedures by 2023, the end of the predict period.